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Half of the people in Haiti lack access to clean water 
and only one in five have access to a sanitary toilet.

Population of 9 million

4 million lack safe water

7 million have no sanitation services

6% infant mortality rate

80% live in poverty

HAITI
Haiti is the poorest country in the western hemisphere
80% of Haitians live on less than $2 a day
60% of Haitians live on less than $1 a day

70% of Haitians do not have electricity
90% of Haitians do not have running water
50% of Haitians do not have access to an improved water source
80% of Haitians lack adequate sanitation



Existing Solutions 

Pit Latrines / Suspended Pit LatrinesCreeks, Streams, Roads, Public places

Problems?
Sanitation practices are poor.  Many people openly defacate 
  
                 Current latrines are easily destroyed or damaged by storms/ hurricanes.
  
      Permanently installed latrines pose a health threat.
       Waste contaminates food, drinking water, and bathing areas.
      
                          Latrines cannot easily be transported and reassembled.  

 



Overview

Class Objective:  To create a design solution
for a sanitation system in Haiti (a third world country) 
in which sanitation among disease, poverty, and natural disasters
are a very real problem.

Our Goal:  To design an affordable and modular latrine that provides
adequate comfort to the user.  The latrine should be easily
assembled/disassembled, easy to transport, and structurally durable.

Modularity Durability User Experience



Design Focus

User needs to be addressed:

Modularity

Durability

User Experience



Ideation

Modularity/Portability

Lightweight corrugated panelling                        
Slotted connections

Limited number of parts

Universal parts
Ability to customize/ reconfigureHandles incorporated into base

Easily packs flat for transport



Durability

Galvanized steel corrugated panels  Solid wood vertical supports
Firm base connections

Lateral supports to provide stiffnessBallast system integrated into base 

Ideation



User Experience

Ideation

Ventilation system for odor control

Water collection system Solid, lockable door for security

Elevated roof for lighting 
Toilet seat for comfort



Concept Models

Panelling system

Elevated roof
(ventilation)

Support beams
 slot into base



Concept Models

Toilet seat
for comfort

Hole in base
into “pit”



Corrugated roof for
water collection

Support beams made 
of bamboo rods

Elevated base 
structure

Water collection
containers with 
drain pipe



Panelling that slots
into base 

Walls fit into 
eachother in
notches Minimal number of same

sized parts





Our Solution?

Our design is a ventilated latrine which utilizes a modular paneling system, 
allowing for quick assembly/disassembly while remaining lightweight, durable, and
 economically feasible.  The structure of our design is intended to be placed over a
 hand dug pit and is designed for easy transport to nearby locations.

“modpod” - modular potty



Scale Model

Key Features
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Dimensions



Solidworks Model





PVC
ventilation 
pipe

corrugated 
translucent
plastic roof

wooden 
supports

wooden
dowel
connections

corrugated tin 
panels

plywood base panel
with wooden board 
structure

plywood door



Final Model



Key Features














